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Body-worn cameras are being acquired and deployed by police departments around the world at an
increasingly rapid pace. Like many technologies before them, body-worn cameras promise to change the
way police work is done—and, indeed, this is a primary claim made by civil liberties and other advocacy
groups who are promoting their adoption as a means of “civilizing” the police and increasing police
accountability (e.g., Stanley 2015). However, for many, the use of police body-worn cameras also raises
interesting and vital privacy and surveillance-related concerns. Like other forms of surveillance, bodyworn cameras gather information and preserve it in a form amendable to processing and analysis but,
unlike traditional CCTV or other static cameras, they can also make their way into private homes—and
anywhere else police choose to go—and record everything they see and hear. These body cameras often
come with a rarely discussed range of surveillance capacities that, precisely because they are mobile, raise
unique privacy and other issues.
Since 2011, the debate section of Surveillance & Society has encouraged the exchange of new ideas and
the discussion of important concepts and trends by selected expert participants. These contributions appear
together to foment scholarship and commentary in this journal and beyond. Discussants to this debate, as
in prior years, were invited to contribute short papers on a selected topic; in this instance, the privacy and
surveillance implications of police-worn body cameras. The six debate contributions in this issue from
four countries address the following question:
Are the surveillance and privacy implications of widespread adoption of body-worn cameras by
public police worth the alleged increase in accountability?
Why ask about body-worn cameras? One reason is that, like many other surveillance technologies, they
promise greater accountability and, in this respect, are exemplary of such technologies. Body-worn
cameras also represent the new mobility of video surveillance, which, until recently, has tended to be
stationary, but is now propelled by humans, drones, automobiles, and other vehicles, raising a host of new
issues. While body-worn cameras have been piloted and slowly implemented in public police
organizations in Europe, the United States, Canada, Australia, and elsewhere for years, it was the events of
Ferguson, Missouri, in 2014 that led to greater public and political consideration of these devices as a
solution to inadequate police accountability, raising the visibility of body camera adoption around the
world. Even U.S. President Barack Obama expressed support, and promised funding, for rolling out these
cameras in police departments across the U.S.
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Alongside the widespread (and spreading) deployment of body-worn cameras, empirical research into the
impacts of their use also has been expanding rapidly, as evidenced by recent reports of completed and ongoing research (Lum et al. 2015). Of course, body-worn camera programs have been evaluated in some
capacity for over a decade now, at least since head-mounted camera pilots began in the U.K. in 2005
(Goodall 2007: 6), but the available empirical evidence still only scratches the surface of the possible
implications of body-worn cameras for police officers, policing organizations, national or local law- and
policy-makers, and society. Published studies have investigated body camera impacts on officer behaviour
(e.g., use of force, stop-and-frisks, making arrests) and citizen complaints (e.g., Ready and Young 2015;
Grossmith et al. 2015; Jennings, Lynch, and Fridell 2015; Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland 2015; Katz et al.
2014), officer attitudes towards camera adoption (e.g., Jennings, Fridell, and Lynch 2014; Young and
Ready 2015; Ellis, Jenkins, and Smith 2015; Katz et al. 2014; Fouche 2014), and camera impacts on
public opinion, criminal justice processing, and domestic abuse cases (e.g. Ellis, Jenkins, and Smith 2015;
Owens, Mann, and McKenna 2014). Yet, little empirical work exists about the privacy and surveillancerelated implications of police-worn body cameras (cf. Newell 2016), although more critical and analytical
pieces are emerging in the literature (see e.g., Brucato 2015; Coudert, Butin, and Métayer 2015; Tanner
and Meyer 2015).
Both empirical evidence and critical evaluation of the possible effect of body-worn camera adoption
should play a role in setting future policies for possible camera deployment and for managing the
downstream impacts—for example, the redaction and public disclosure of body-camera images. Without
such contributions to the broader social debate surrounding these technological tools, we risk imagining
the cameras as “magic bullets” that will solve various underlying problems, missing “an important gap . . .
between ‘imagined’ outcomes and the actual (and often unexpected) effects that occur in their daily ‘real’
use by police officers” (Tanner and Meyer 2015: 285) or in the lives of bystanders, witnesses, and others
caught on camera. The six contributions to the debate respond in various ways to the strongest advocates
for police implementation of body-worn camera programs, public police administrators and government
officials, but also to some degree with one another. There are clear differences over the most vital concern
raised by the onset of body-worn cameras (officer discretion to turn it on and off, data control rather than
surveillance, the risks they raise) and the promise of these devices to enhance police accountability. One
aspect that is rightfully acknowledged in several essays, but which perhaps still needs more attention in
scholarship, is the audio surveillance capacities of these devices; it seems as though their visual capacities
has garnered disproportionate attention in media and policy circles.
Contributors to this debate also bring perspectives from various legal systems and cultural and disciplinary
backgrounds, including perspectives from the United States, Canada, Australia, and the Netherlands.
While body-worn cameras are often depicted as having unique implications, most contributors also show
how upon closer inspection these ‘strange’ devices begin to look a little familiar when properly situated in
the broader contexts of police accountability, data control, regulation, risk management and, of course,
surveillance. These aspects are what once again matter; answers lie not in the surveillance technologies
themselves but in all that surrounds their introduction and use.
In her piece, “Lights, Camera, Redaction… Police Body Cameras; Autonomy, discretion and
Accountability,” Emmeline Taylor draws from on-going empirical research into the use of body-worn
cameras in Australia, arguing that that body-worn cameras differ from previous technologies. In fact, she
argues, body-worn cameras can have a positive impact concerning accountability and police-public
interactions. Taylor’s positive claims hinge, however, on restricting police officer autonomy. If we allow
officers to decide when and where to record, or we allow them to alter or redact footage prior to public
disclosure, Taylor argues, we undermine the body-cam’s benefits from the outset. Taylor concludes that
police policies should require that the default is to have officers to record continuously, but that certain
circumstances—e.g. when a victim is giving a statement—justify an officer volunteering to turn off a
camera to protect individuals from possible retaliation for police cooperation.
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In another contribution about Australia, “The Mythical Properties of Police Body-Worn Cameras: A
Solution in Search of a Problem,” Darren Palmer brings a critical lens by situating rationalizations for
body-worn cameras in the broader policing literature. Palmer argues that body-worn cameras must be
placed within the broader context of “law and order politics” surrounding policing. He identifies five
primary problems in relation to body cameras, arguing that privacy and data protection regimes are
currently inadequate to regulate body cameras and preserve privacy interests and that ultimately, without
significant changes in police practices, body cameras will not improve police accountability.
In “The Rise and Risk of Police Body-Worn Cameras in Canada,” Thomas Bud questions whether the
accountability gains from deploying body cameras are worth the costs to privacy. He details the
inadequate legal regulation of body-worn cameras in Canada, arguing that Canadian law is far behind the
development of surveillance technologies like body-worn cameras. He argues that body-worn cameras
present risks to personal privacy, focusing on the fact that obtaining consent from citizens prior to
recording via body camera is difficult, even if officers announce the presence of the cameras, as well as
financial risks to police departments due to the high cost of introduction and maintenance of these devices.
Bud argues that Canadian lawmakers should enact legislation that directly addresses the issues raised by
widespread body camera adoption.
Elizabeth Joh, in “Beyond Surveillance: Data Control and Body Cameras,” argues that focusing on the
surveillance implications of body cameras as surveillance tools ignores the important questions about data
control and camera accessibility footage. Joh argues that data control policies (whether promulgated as
agency rules or local laws) must include requirements for public data sharing or else accountability and
legitimacy will be in question. Policies about camera use, and even the design of the technology itself, will
inform data collection and control outcomes, as will questions about infrastructure (storage), processing,
and sharing data with the public. Ultimately, Joh argues that the ability of body-worn cameras to increase
police accountability turns on questions of how the data they create is controlled and that limits need to be
established.
In “Dreams of Accountability, Guaranteed Surveillance: The Promises and Costs of Body-Worn
Cameras,” Alexandra Mateescu, Alex Rosenblat, and danah boyd question whether we there can be
increased accountability without increased surveillance. The authors argue that while body cameras create
discernible risks to privacy, what it means to increase accountability remains poorly defined. Citizen
video, investigative journalism, and activism efforts directed at holding police accountable have led to
accountability-related changes in police departments, thus making it difficult to assign cause specifically
to introduction of body-worn cameras. Importantly they also argue the costs of deploying body cameras
ought to be balanced against other interventions that might also promote police reform, such as training,
internal auditing and stronger disciplinary sanctions. Whether body cameras become yet another tool for
state surveillance, rather than an accountability mechanism, depends on whether restrictions are put in
place early on regarding their use.
Lastly, in his contribution, “The Body-Worn Camera as a Transitional Technology,” Tjerk Timan draws
from qualitative fieldwork with police officers using body cameras in the Netherlands. Like other
contributors, Timan argues we should not evaluate the tool itself without considering the context within
which the tool operates. Timan recounts that, in the Netherlands, advocates framed body cameras
primarily as safety tools that would protect police officers and other public servants, rather than as a
means to achieve greater police transparency and accountability. The cameras’ presence, so the argument
for adoption went, would modify behaviour, curb bystander violence, and generate objective evidence of
events. Regarding privacy, Timan argues that, while the intimacy of surveillance-by-body-camera may
make surveillance fairer to those whose images are captured in principle—because subjects could dodge
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or turn away, etc.—the reality is much different, because cameras are not often easily recognizable as
such, thus making these recordings largely covert and intrusive.
As these timely and thoughtful pieces demonstrate, there is much to be done, both in evaluating the impact
of these technologies on privacy and as forms of surveillance and in critically and thoughtfully examining
the broader social, legal, and regulatory implications of these technologies. Several papers comprising this
debate report early findings from empirical work by the authors (Taylor, this issue; Timan, this issue).
Others are more critical and analytical evaluations of the current state of affairs. Both types can and
should inform future research and policymaking. Body cameras, whether promoted as tools to ensure
accountability—of officers or civilians—or to modify behaviour and decrease police-civilian violence,
raise a host of issues that require more holistic scrutiny and scholarship.
Acknowledgement
The editors contributed equally to editing this debate.
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Introduction
A body-worn camera in public policing is a miniature audio and video recording device that allows
recording of officers’ duties and citizen interactions. Used for recording combat in the military for years
(Grenoble 2012), these devices are also increasingly used by individuals in sports and social activism (see
Mann et. al. 2003; Chalfen 2014). Body-worn cameras are therefore certainly not a new technology. Yet,
their widespread adoption by North American public police is relatively recent and their use is generating
unique risks with social and legal implications that remain ill-considered and inadequately researched.
Conceptualizing Body-Worn Cameras
Body-worn cameras are being proposed to enhance police transparency and accountability. The mass
media has been portraying increasing levels of police brutality over the past decade (see Wines and Cohen
2015). In Ferguson, Missouri, the shooting of Michael Brown in August 2014 created public uproar and
riots (Lieb and Zagier 2014). Subsequently, President Obama proposed nationwide funding to equip police
agencies across the United States with body-worn cameras (Feeney 2014). In Canada, the shooting of
Sammy Yatim in July 2013 by a Toronto police officer similarly lead to discussions about equipping
police officers with body-worn cameras (Rogan 2014). Besides increasing police transparency and
accountability, these devices are also claimed to reduce police officer exposure to litigation and
unwarranted citizen complaints. In principle, equipping police patrol officers with body-worn cameras
may save a particular police service significant resources that would otherwise be spent on civil lawsuits
(Ramirez 2014).
Within conceptualizations of risk, the frequency and severity of harmful occurrences become crucial
(Ericson 2007). Based on this framework, the frequency and severity of complaints against police become
risk indicators. The frequency and severity of high profile police brutality incidents have been seemingly
increasing and pose a risk to the legitimacy of the police institution. In the aftermath of the above
mentioned brutality incidents, public opinion of the police significantly decreased (see Kochel 2015). In
Ericson and Haggerty’s (1997) notion of ‘risk society,’ police officers are knowledge workers who gather
information for their own management purposes. This knowledge also becomes useful for the selection of
acceptable risk thresholds. However, Ericson and Haggerty (1997) do not address the management of
police generated risks, such as incidence of police misconduct and brutality and the risks these pose to the
overall police institution. As such, body-worn cameras are proposed to help with incidents of police
misconduct, which pose a risk to police legitimacy, by enhancing police accountability and transparency.
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In Canada, police services are currently involved in numerous pilot projects that are specifically designed
to test the effectiveness of these cameras on monitoring police officer conduct (see Gillis 2014; Kotsis
2014; Van Rassel 2013). The current Canadian police services involved in these evaluations include
Victoria, Edmonton, Calgary, Amherstburg, and Toronto. The first three have concluded their pilot project
and reveal mixed results about the usefulness and effectiveness of body-worn cameras. The other two
projects are still being evaluated.
As a surveillance device, body-worn cameras are unique in terms of their mobility and flexibility. Unlike
CCTV cameras, which tend to be static and mounted on walls or ceilings, body-worn cameras are unique
in the sense that they are extremely mobile, interactive and flexible. The watchful gaze of a CCTV camera
can be easily evaded by stepping out of its field of view. However, by clipping a body-worn camera onto
an officer, the camera becomes more mobile and versatile in its capacity to record the surrounding area.
The flexible mobility of body-worn cameras combined with biometric technology can lead to
unprecedented levels of citizen surveillance. These cameras have the potential to become a new police
surveillance device aimed at gathering personal information and intelligence.
A Threat to Privacy Rights
There is presently no legislation in Canada that directly addresses the regulation and governance of police
body-worn cameras. Legislation is clearly lagging far behind the rapid pace at which surveillance
technology, like body-worn cameras, are developing. The absence of appropriate legislation creates the
danger that the privacy of individuals may become jeopardized as a result of the adoption of new
surveillance technology (Mehta 2015). The Privacy Act, Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection
Act, and the Police Services Act are a few pieces of legislation that try to indirectly ameliorate similar
privacy concerns associated with the use of body-worn cameras. However, these few pieces of legislation
do not specifically address the use of body-worn cameras. In fact, the footage obtained through body-worn
cameras can be interpreted as being justified for law enforcement purposes according to the Freedom of
Information and Privacy Protection Act Section 39(1). Consequentially, the notion ‘law enforcement
purposes’ remains broad and open to interpretation.
Some existing CCTV cameras already contain biometric software such as iris scanning or facial
recognition technologies that scan the features of an individual and then proceed to categorization and, in
some cases, social sorting. The Calgary Police Service, for example, has recently integrated facial
recognition technology with their body-worn camera technology. Although a justifiable reason has not yet
been given, the adoption of facial recognition software with body-worn cameras clearly extends their
practical use beyond their stated purpose as devices to monitor police conduct (Doll and Sosiak 2014).
The legality of the use of facial recognition software in body-worn cameras has not been challenged yet in
Canadian courts given that police services in Canada have very broad authority under the Freedom of
Information and Privacy Act to collect, use and disclose personal information for law enforcement
purposes. The combination of flexible mobility, biometric technology and broad legal interpretation is
essentially what makes the surveillance capacities of body-worn cameras very unique and ultimately
concerning.
The adoption of police body-worn cameras pose significant risks to existing privacy rights. The mobility
of the camera makes the acquisition of consent from citizens very challenging. In the case of CCTV,
consent is usually given by a person to be recorded by reading the signage associated with the camera and
then walking into the device’s field of view. The main point of the CCTV signage is to notify the citizen
about the camera’s presence before entering its field of view. However, in many cases the signage is
obscured, thus making it difficult for citizens to consent (Lippert 2009). Consent in these typical terms
does not exist with regards to body-worn cameras. In Canada, police officers equipped with body-worn
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cameras are required to inform the citizen that their interaction is being recorded. However, the citizen
does not have the option to refuse or withdraw their consent to be recorded (Office of the Privacy
Commissioner of Canada 2015). Ideally, the officer would have to request the consent of the citizen
before turning on the body-worn camera. Similarly, to CCTV signage, the citizen should be able to read
the signage before entering the device’s field of view. However, this does not occur in either of the two
cases and thus it diminishes the privacy rights of citizens.
Aside from consent, there are other privacy rights that demand consideration when using body-worn
cameras. Officers equipped with body-worn cameras have the capability to record the inside of people’s
homes (Ramirez 2014). The possibility of engaging in such recording jeopardizes an individual’s right to
be secure against unreasonable search and seize under section 8 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Although there has not been an official ruling by the Canadian Supreme Court on the issue of whether or
not the use of body-worn cameras recording the inside of a home would be considered a violation of
section 8, police service guidelines on the use of body-worn cameras advise officers to turn off their
cameras when interacting with subjects inside their homes. However, exceptional circumstances do exist if
such a recording is pursuant to an investigation or incident (Edmonton Police Service 2015).
The recording from a body-worn camera may be categorized as having evidentiary value. Such a
categorization can occur if the recording contains images of a criminal incident, a report from a suspect or
a victim, or of other incidents that may be considered valuable for law enforcement purposes according to
officer discretion (Edmonton Police Service 2015). What is to be considered as having evidentiary value
remains in contention and police services that have drafted body-worn camera policies tended to allow for
a high level of flexibility in ascribing such a categorization (Edmonton Police Service 2015). Generally,
body-worn camera recordings are governed by the Privacy Act and the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act. However, when recordings become categorized as evidence, their retention
period increases to an indefinite amount of time and the use of these recordings becomes governed and
regulated by different legislation, one of which is the Canada Evidence Act (Huang 2014). The indefinite
retention period of body-worn camera recordings that may contain a significant amount of personal
information pose great risks to privacy rights. As retention periods become restricted, intelligence
gathering becomes more difficult because intelligence analysis takes considerable amounts of time. If
there is no limit placed on the retention period, body-worn cameras have the potential to be used to
surreptitiously gather and analyze intelligence information about the population (Ramirez 2014).
Currently the only policy-related document that directly addresses the legal implications of the use of
body-worn cameras by Canadian police is the Guidance for the use of body-worn cameras by law
enforcement authorities issued by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (2015). This
document is simply intended to provide guidance; it is not binding. It aims to identify and address some
privacy considerations law enforcement authorities should take into account when deciding whether to
equip officers with body-worn cameras. Because it has a pan-Canadian focus, it plainly suggests that
policy should not be left up to local police services to develop willy-nilly, as seems to be the case in the
United States. Overall, however, this document aims to support (rather than halt) Canadian law
enforcement authorities in developing procedures for widespread body-worn camera use.
Budgetary Costs
Aside from privacy concerns, the high cost to the public of equipping officers with body-worn cameras is
rarely addressed. Toronto Police Service is the most recent law enforcement authority in Canada to initiate
a pilot project to test these devices. The year-long pilot project was initiated in May 2015 and it will last
until June 2016. One hundred officers from various divisions and units are equipped with these cameras.
The project currently has a budget of $500,000 that is intended to cover the annual costs (Mehta 2015).
However, such a budget only covers the costs for 100 cameras for one year. Toronto Police Service is the
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largest municipal police force in Canada with 5,200 sworn officers and equipping the majority of their
patrol officers would require significant resources. This would be very difficult considering the rising
pressure to decrease budgets (see Pagliaro 2015). It would also mean significant costs after the initial roll
out for maintenance and data storage. These cameras, therefore, constitute a financial risk to government
budgets going forward.
The Need for Appropriate Governing Legislation
For body-worn cameras to be used appropriately and to minimize potential negative consequences and
risks to privacy, appropriate legislation needs to be drafted that directly addresses the use of these devices.
Body-worn cameras are already being rolled out at a rapid pace in Canada, as noted above, and other
police services are currently considering adoption as well (see Woodford 2016; Huang 2014). The
legislation should aim at striking an appropriate balance between privacy concerns and the recording of
citizen interactions for legitimate law enforcement purposes. There is a potential for body-worn cameras
to be a useful tool for achieving better accountability; however, this is only possible if the appropriate
privacy protocols become mandated by law (Mehta 2015). Without such legislation, police body-worn
cameras run the danger of becoming yet another tool for police surveillance and social sorting. This has
already started occurring at the Calgary Police Service, as a consequence of their integration of body-worn
cameras and facial recognition software (Doll and Sosiak 2014). In this context, police body-worn
cameras paired with facial recognition technology become similar to police automated license plate
readers (which are also not adequately addressed in law), constantly scanning faces, sorting, identifying
and matching it with national databases (Harvard Law Review 2015; Warren et al. 2013). Integrating
facial recognition technology with body-worn cameras poses significant risks to the privacy rights of
citizens. Although police services in Canada have broad authority under freedom of information laws to
collect and use personal information for law enforcement purposes, the Calgary Police Service has not
identified how it will ensure individual privacy rights with the adoption of facial recognition technology.
In addition to the need for appropriate legislation that addresses the myriad of privacy concerns with the
adoption of body-worn cameras, enforceable legislation is needed to ensure that camera images remain
objective and untampered evidence in misconduct investigations. In many cases, police supervisors are in
charge of reviewing these recordings once a case of misconduct has been filed. However, placing the
locus of control with police officers themselves results in the strange situation where the organization that
is meant to be held accountable will have the power to prevent particular recordings from being created in
the first place or shared in the aftermath (Harvard Law Review 2015: 1806). For example, two days after
the death of Michael Brown in Ferguson, a New Orleans police officer shot an unarmed black man while
trying to take him into custody. In this case, the officer was wearing a body-worn camera, but she shut it
off prior to the encounter. This particular example illustrates that body-worn cameras are not an infallible
technology. There is a significant level of risk that recordings may be deleted or tampered with by officers
or supervisors.
Conclusion
It is very difficult to strike a balance between the privacy concerns that accompany police body-worn
cameras and their alleged capacity to increase police accountability and transparency. In the aftermath of
the Sammy Yatim and Michael Brown cases and the uncertainties involved with future cases of
misconduct, increasing number of police agencies are imitating body-worn camera pilot programs. It
remains very questionable and uncertain whether the numerous risks to privacy rights are worth the
alleged increase in police accountability.
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Introduction
Even prior to the widespread adoption of police-worn body cameras, video has played a role in
illuminating evidence of policing misconduct and fatal shootings, including bystanders’ cell phone
cameras, dashboard-mounted cameras, and CCTV surveillance. But among these recording devices, it is
body-worn cameras that have garnered national attention as instruments that would facilitate
accountability and improve police-community relations as a whole. Proponents claim that body-worn
cameras combine features that previous forms of video recording only possessed piece-meal: a high level
of mobility, chain-of-custody, and the capacity to capture audio-visual data continuously. Unlike cell
phone-produced footage, which relies on the presence of a bystander willing to record the scene of an
incident, body-worn cameras would eliminate the need for fortuitous happenstance by recording
continuously and approximating the field of view of police officers on the ground in day-to-day activities.
But it is this same feature of constant surveillance that has sparked concerns from civil rights groups about
how body-worn cameras may violate privacy. The intimacy of body-worn cameras’ presence—which
potentially enables the recording of even mundane interpersonal interactions with citizens—can be
exploited with the application of technologies like facial recognition; this can exacerbate existing practices
that have historically victimized people of color and vulnerable populations. Not only do such
technologies increase surveillance, but they also conflate the act of surveilling citizens with the
mechanisms by which police conduct is evaluated. Although police accountability is the goal, the
camera’s view is pointed outward and away from its wearer, and audio recording captures any sounds
within range. As a result, it becomes increasingly difficult to ask whether one can demand greater
accountability without increased surveillance at the same time.
Crafting better policies on body-worn camera use has been one of the primary avenues for balancing the
right of public access with the need to protect against this technology’s invasive aspects. However, no
universal policies or norms have been established, even on simple issues such as whether officers should
notify citizens that they are being recorded. What is known is that body-worn cameras present definite and
identifiable risks to privacy. By contrast, visions of accountability have remained ill-defined, and the role
to be played by body-worn cameras cannot be easily separated from the wider institutional and cultural
shifts necessary for enacting lasting reforms in policing. Both the privacy risks and the potential for
effecting accountability are contingent upon an ongoing process of negotiation, shaped by beliefs and
assumptions rather than empirical evidence.
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Assessing the stakes
Evaluating how well expectations measure up against the realities of body-worn camera program
implementation is difficult, particularly given that there are about 18,000 local and state police agencies in
the United States (Reaves 2011). There is a wide range of local variables such as departmental policies
and resources, existing police-community dynamics, and data policy policies and laws. And yet there is
little attempt to assess the efficacy of most new technologies in the diverse policing ecosystem.
While surveillance and privacy implications should not be trivialized, they must be placed within a
hierarchy of other concerns. In already heavily surveilled communities, body-worn camera footage could
be a boon to citizens’ complaints, whereas in less-surveilled communities they might provoke new privacy
concerns. The trade-off may be less desirable when additional surveillance practices are incorporated.
Moreover, for people experiencing homelessness or who do not have adequate access to private spaces
outside of the home, the line between public and private space may be blurred and as a result, even the
mundane recording of public space can be invasive. Malkia Cyril of Center for Media Justice has also
noted that people of colour historically have been significant targets of law enforcement and government
surveillance, and practices applied to these populations have tended to be forerunners to the expansion of
surveillance (McLaughlin 2016). Body-worn cameras may facilitate long term changes to the nature of
policing, such as the expansion of low-level arrests to meet quotas because officers are more inclined to
follow procedure while being recorded on the job, or the use of footage to coerce individuals to take plea
bargains even where video evidence is not definitive (e.g. ODS Consulting 2011: 10).
A focus on surveillance and privacy has also distracted from contending with tradeoffs occurring on a
more basic level, such as the “crippling” monetary costs of storing massive amounts of video data (Miller
et al. 2014: 32); of processing footage requests from the lawyers, journalists, and the public; the labor
involved in redacting sensitive information; and the initial costs of contracts with body-worn camera
distributors which, as critics have pointed out, are in many cases excessive as a result of departments
rushing into no-bid deals, neglecting to test vendor options, and failing to anticipate unexpected costs
(Frosch and Elinson 2016). The degree of investment into body-worn camera programs should be weighed
against other possible uses of personnel and resources for effecting police reform (e.g., better training,
internal auditing, or stronger disciplinary sanctions against police misconduct).
Defining the scale and scope of accountability
To assess the extent to which body-worn cameras have improved police accountability, it is necessary to
identify from where such expectations developed. While many agencies already had body-worn camera
programs in place, body-worn cameras gained widespread public support after the shooting of Michael
Brown in August 2014. As a result, the type of accountability initially envisioned concerned the most
egregious form of police misconduct—specifically a nationwide pattern of deadly shooting of young black
men. Efforts to indict Darren Wilson, the officer who killed Brown, became mired in a prolonged public
debate over the disputed circumstances of the shooting, where no cameras had been present (Friedersdorf
2014). Since then, a wider range of claims about body-worn cameras has emerged: that footage can
exonerate officers of false accusations (Gass 2015), serve as a management or training tool (White 2014:
10), and be used to conduct audits (The Constitution Project Committee on Policing Reforms 2015: 4).
Governance and enforcement structures need to be in place for body-worn cameras to serve as a catalyst
for accountability. Where footage has been successful in setting in motion a prosecutorial process, it has
been through the work of journalists and citizens making public records requests, paired with protests and
activism. This is exemplified in one of the first instances in which body-worn camera footage was used to
pursue a murder charge against a police officer (Rojas and Kolb 2015). In January 2015, two Albuquerque
police officers fatally shot James Boyd, a mentally-ill homeless man. The helmet camera of one officer
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served as the primary evidence in pursuing the charges (Associated Press 2015). However, several
circumstances affected how the footage came to serve as evidence in the first place. Foremost, the
evidence alone did not catalyze the move to prosecute the two officers. The police chief had ruled the
shooting justified (McKee 2014), and it was only after the footage was requested and uploaded to
YouTube—which prompted significant local protests—that a more formal investigation was initiated
(Berman 2015). Public calls for accountability were further energized when the Department of Justice
released a report based on an investigation that found that Albuquerque police officers “too often use
deadly force in an unconstitutional manner” (Berman 2014). Such cases illustrate how the accountability
process is triggered only when the right configuration of social, political, and institutional conditions are
in place. It is difficult to separate out what is attributable to body-worn cameras and what has been the
result of wider political and cultural shifts in how policing institutions legitimize and account for their
actions.
Policies that govern police use of body-worn cameras partially frame accountability, but the explosive
developments that spurred the widespread adoption of body-worn cameras harken back to the enduring
efforts required to achieve institutional reform. Yet, “best practices” are unclear and contested (e.g.,
whether officers should be allowed to review body-worn camera footage before writing incident reports).
Such uncertainties over best practices highlight a central tension around body-worn cameras: that evidence
gained from footage is only meaningful through a process of interpretation in relation to the law and
institutional standards. This is a process that cannot be resolved on the level of camera use policy because
it is not a procedure to be codified, but a matter of defining the limits of legitimate police conduct.
Interpretation of visual evidence, for example, is needed to distinguish excessive from acceptable use of
force.
Body-worn camera footage alone does not necessarily serve as truthful testimony either. In one case, five
Florida police officers chased down and arrested a suspected drug dealer (Balko 2016a). What can be
deciphered from the relevant body-worn camera footage is that there was a physical altercation, and
officers repeatedly ordered the man to stop resisting arrest. But video from a nearby security camera,
showing a different angle of the incident, proved that the man had yielded entirely to the officers from the
start; the officers proceeded to physically beat him regardless. This case of brutality was not immediately
evident because the officers had lied in their police reports, claiming the suspect had resisted arrest, which
plausibly conformed to the body-worn camera footage (Balko 2016a).
Much of the potential of body-worn cameras as a tool of accountability remains unrealized. One initiative
in this direction has been the work of Jennifer Eberhardt at Stanford University, who has partnered with
the Oakland Police Department to create tools for risk management, and to assess potential racial biases in
police stops by reviewing the department’s body-worn camera audio data. Audio data can be used to
analyze individual officers’ motivations for making stops (BondGraham 2015). The choice to focus on
audio recording in this research also demonstrates how the visual dimension of body-worn cameras, which
arguably poses greater privacy risks, may be unnecessary to achieve accountability if audio data is
available. However, whether such potential towards accountability is realized depends on the resources
and willingness to implement it and the politics of change at a local and regional level.
Surveillance implications and costs to privacy
If accountability is the primary justification for camera adoption, how should individual and social costs
be weighed and assessed in relation to the unknown benefits? It is important to distinguish between
necessary trade-offs built into the purpose of the technology itself, and trade-offs that are contingent upon
conscious policy decisions and technological design, and have no corresponding accountability gains. A
necessary trade-off is made when footage is either released or withheld from the public. A contingent
trade-off is the potential integration of facial recognition technology, which can track identities of
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individuals in public demonstrations or protests, and justify stopping individuals whose faces match crime
databases. At present, these possibilities remain tentative (RT International 2013), but few departments
have placed formal limits on using biometric technologies (Leadership Conference and Upturn 2015).
In their routine use, body-worn cameras capture a wide array of people and activities as police officers
move through public and private spaces. Vulnerable populations like undocumented migrants, homeless
individuals, and crime victims are at greater risk for privacy-specific harms, and stand to benefit more
from greater anonymity. Additionally, recording certain situations can be invasive if released publicly,
such as domestic violence or assault. Some states have begun to address these concerns by passing bills
that create exemptions to public records laws, which bar the release of images produced in settings like
private homes, schools, or hospitals (e.g., Rosica 2015).
Redaction techniques, such as blurring, can be used to cover sensitive information, but the footage must be
clear enough that anyone viewing it can have an adequate sense of what is depicted. The Seattle Police
Department, for example, has posted heavily blurred and audio-free videos to a YouTube channel, and
invited the public to request specific segments, which are then redacted through targeted methods (Glenza
2015). But the footage may be so blurred in the redaction process that it renders it difficult to
meaningfully decipher what is depicted to determine which segments to request (Marshall 2015).
Furthermore, emerging techniques such as gait recognition may enable future re-identification of people in
blurred footage (RT International 2012).
“Second-generation” body-worn camera models are now designed with features such as accelerometers,
which activate recording when they sense an officer is running; camera activation initiated by the opening
of police car doors and other triggers; the option of audio-only recording modes; and geo-fencing that
triggers activation when an officer enters a predefined geographic space (Utility 2014: 7). These options
can limit the extent to which footage is unnecessarily captured, but they also assume that police deviance
only occurs in circumscribed scenarios, such as exiting a cruiser. The promise of body-worn cameras has
largely been predicated on the idea that continuous recording would make it impossible for police officers
to cover up or misrepresent their actions. But in addition to selective recording, there is a trend, tracing
back to dashboard-mounted cameras, of police tampering with equipment. In Chicago, it was found that
eighty per cent of dashboard-mounted videos were missing audio due to “officer error” and “intentional
destruction” (Balko 2016b). It may be possible that body-worn camera models can be installed with
features that raise alerts in the event of tampering, thus avoiding the same setbacks that have reduced the
efficacy of dashboard cameras. But the underlying problem is that simply regulating when recording
occurs may undermine accountability while only slightly mitigating the risks to privacy.
Conclusion
Accountability has been the rallying motivation behind the introduction of body-worn cameras. But this
momentum has not been accompanied by a corresponding vision for what accountability as a process
should look like, or what structures are necessarily put in place to support that process. As a result, bodyworn cameras have already been at the center of the same protracted disputes over interpretation and
authoritativeness as the dashboard camera and citizen video recording footage that have been capturing
police incidents for decades. The difference from the latter is that video data remains in the often-guarded
hands of law enforcement. Whether footage is released at all becomes, in large part, contingent upon the
state of local and national public records laws and the degree to which citizens and journalists are
committed to exerting pressure on police departments to make body-worn camera footage available.
Whether body-worn cameras evolve into another instrument for surveilling marginalized populations
depends largely on what can be done to curb and define the limits of its use early on before it becomes
entrenched. In this regard, regulation through policy and technological design is a more viable and
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effective means for preventing the misuse of body-worn cameras than it is for ensuring that footage itself
is given due weight as a form of evidence that drives concrete action against police misconduct. Presently,
the trajectory laid out by body-worn cameras towards greater surveillance is clear, if not fully realized,
while the path towards accountability has not yet been adequately defined, let alone forged.
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Body-worn cameras are the modern equivalent of the police notebook.
(Queensland Police Minister, cited in Doorley 2014)
The sun beats down on a hot and sticky afternoon in Oklahoma City, September 2015. A
police officer fitted with a body-worn camera is giving chase to a man who has allegedly
robbed a general store armed with a knife. The assailant runs into dense grassland and
falls to the ground. The pursuing officer incapacitates him with a Taser, following which
another officer kneels on him and secures his hands behind his back with handcuffs.
Several further officers arrive at the scene. As the man lies face down on the ground,
“Turn it off,” comes the whispered order from the handcuffing officer. The assailant
succumbs to a black leather boot to the neck as the officer wearing the camera turns his
back on what’s happening, thus preventing the scene from being fully captured. Audible
cries are heard from the restrained assailant but the majority of the remaining footage is
not of the altercation, but rather, the surrounding trees and grassland.1
Introduction
Technological devices with audio and visual capabilities have played a long and active role in policing.
However, recent years have seen a dramatic rise in the range and sophistication of technologies being
integrated into routine police work. Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) was first installed in London in the
1960s, later becoming mobile as redeployable cameras were introduced to chase crime hotspots around the
city (Taylor and Gill 2014). In the late 1980s in-car video cameras, or ‘dash cams’, were trialled in the US,
becoming mainstream in the early 2000s in a bid to tackle alleged race-based traffic stops and to restore
public confidence in the police. But mobility was really integrated with audiovisual police technology
with the introduction of police-worn body cameras, or ‘cop cams’. Having argued elsewhere against the
rapidly expanding use of surveillance cameras, in particular CCTV (cf. Taylor 2010a, 2010b), due to a
range of factors, including; lack of effectiveness, poor return on investment, erosion of civil liberties, and
their potential impact on societal practices relating to autonomy, privacy, trust, freedom of movement and
expression of identity, in this contribution to the debate I argue that police body-worn cameras are
fundamentally different. If operated under suitable procedure and guidance frameworks, they can instigate
more positive interactions between the police and public. There are suggestions, for example, from initial
1

The footage can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E2FBGBSSnk.
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studies that “police body-worn-cameras reduce the prevalence of use-of-force by the police as well as the
incidence of citizens’ complaints against the police” (Ariel et al. 2015: 531) supporting the view that
counterveillance technology can be “used as deterrents and controls upon officers’ behaviour” (Manning
2003: 85).
There is little doubt that, globally, police relations with the public, and particularly minority groups, have
been fraught with tensions; accusations regarding excessive use of force, prejudicial treatment, and abuse
of power are common. Conversely, false accusations are sometimes bestowed upon police officers. Bodyworn cameras provide an important means of documenting hitherto obfuscated interactions between the
police and members of the public. This can bring many benefits such as increased accountability and
transparency. However, the positive role they can play hinges on one thing—police autonomy in their
operation—that is, choosing what and when to record. The ability of officers to ‘edit on the fly’
fundamentally undermines any potential benefits the cameras introduce. That is why avoiding
opportunities for redaction, “the censoring or obscuring of part of a text for legal or security purposes”
(Oxford English Dictionary 2016) is key to implementation.
Police Body-Worn Cameras in the United States and Australia
Police body-worn cameras have received a lot of attention in recent years. Following a number of fatal
shootings of unarmed men by police in the US (notably Tamir Rice, Walter Scott, Eric Garner, and Eric
Harris), in 2015 President Barack Obama pledged funding to roll out body-worn cameras across US states.
Captured on mobile phone cameras, the images of these incidents were decisive in exposing that the
killings were unjustifiable, and as such, led to greater demands for police to wear body cameras. In
response, presidential candidate Hilary Clinton stated that “every police department in the country” should
have cameras to “improve transparency and accountability and help good people on both sides of the lens”
(cited in Brandom 2015). Similarly prompted by concerns of “indirect racial profiling”, a Manhattan court
ruling in 2013 ordered officers from the New York Police Department to wear cameras when conducting
stop and search in a bid to improve fairness and transparency (Goldstein 2013).
While recent debates have been largely dominated by US events, my current research focuses on
Australia. Although it is too early to report on findings from the study,2 the use of body-worn cameras by
the police is growing increasingly prevalent in parallel with other countries. First trialled in Western
Australia in 2007, the use of body-worn cameras has now gathered traction in most Australian states and
territories. Victoria has been trialling body-worn cameras since 2012, and the NSW police announced in
May 2015 they had invested $4 million to roll out body-worn cameras to frontline police officers. Despite
the significant expenditure, absence of empirical evidence regarding impact and effectiveness, and, in
some states, little guidance or protocol regarding usage, the adoption of cameras has continued with pace.
The cameras have been largely popular with frontline staff, so much so that there have been reports of
police officers purchasing their own personal wearable cameras to record their activities and interactions,
downloading and storing the resulting images at home (Doorley 2014). This raises considerable issues
regarding the quality and impartiality of this footage, admissibility in court, and the interoperability of
systems and associated software; not to mention huge privacy and data protection breaches.

2

The project, Surveillance technologies and crime control; Understanding offenders’ perspectives on police bodyworn cameras and CCTV, is funded by a Criminology Research Grant (Emmeline Taylor, Murray Lee, Matthew
Willis and Alexandra Gannoni). Over 800 police detainees have been interviewed following arrest about their
experiences and perceptions of police-worn body cameras, alongside a range of other topics.
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Accountability, Autonomy and Police Discretion
Purely from an accountability perspective, the ideal policy for body-worn cameras would
be for continuous recording throughout a police officer’s shift, eliminating any possibility
that an officer could evade the recording of abuses committed on duty. The problem is
that continuous recording raises many thorny privacy issues, for the public as well as for
officers…
(American Civil Liberties Union 2015: 3)
Fair and appropriate use of police-worn body cameras hinges on an officer’s autonomy to turn the cameras
on and off and it is a complicated issue. Currently, there is huge variation across jurisdictions regarding
the level of discretion officers have in deciding what and when to record. There are two important
practical issues here—one is that the technology favoured by some police jurisdictions had a limited
battery life that could not record for the entire duration of an officer’s shift and so discretion was, at least
initially, predicated on this. Second, recording an entire shift produces a massive amount of data that
requires considerable processing and storage, the sheer volume of which could hamper the ease of
retrieval. As such, police officers could legitimately choose not to record an incident, thus negating the
claim that police-worn body cameras, for example, increase fairness and reduce use of force. Illustrating
this, a report on body-worn cameras in the Phoenix (US) Police Department reports that “analysis of the
camera meta-data indicated that only 13.2 to 42.2 percent of incidents were recorded” (Katz et al. 2014:
3). Similarly, a report by Denver’s (US) Office of the Independent Monitor (2014) found that numerous
incidents where officers punched or used stun guns on suspects were not recorded; less than half of the 45
use-of-force incidents involving on-duty officers were recorded because the cameras were either turned
off or experienced technical problems.
The intersection of technology and human behaviour is highly complex and unpredictable, but a camera
that can be switched off, or wilfully turned away from a police interaction with an assailant without
consequence, cannot increase accountability or reduce poor policing practice. I argue that the default
position should be that police-worn body cameras record continuously. This largely resolves four main
issues: officers forgetting to resume recording when interacting with the public, officers being taken by
surprise or events unfolding rapidly and so are not recorded, the activation of the camera aggravating the
situation, and the wilful switching off to avoid capturing misconduct. If this position were to be accepted,
it opens up an avenue for greater interrogation into how cameras are used during police operations. It
could be presumed that if a camera is switched off during an altercation, with no reasonable justification,
then it represents the deliberate destruction of evidence. It could also be presumed that the images, had
they been recorded, would have been unfavourable to the police officer involved. However, there are
some important issues that must be taken into consideration if police officers are given little discretion as
to when and what to record. I elaborate three such concerns in particular below.
Police Decision-Making, Discretion and Deprofessionalization
Discretion pervades police work since it involves the continuous exercise of choice or judgement. As
such, the concept of discretion and police decision-making has been an enduring feature of debates
regarding law enforcement. It has been stated “every level of police work, especially at the micro level,
involves choice on part of the police officer” (Finnane 1990: 218). Indeed, it could be argued that the
criminal justice system is, by its very nature, premised on discretionary principles at every stage; to
investigate, to report, to caution, to charge, to arrest, and so on. In light of this, it has been suggested that
sousveillance videoing can lead to police dispensing with professional discretion in favour of a clear-cut
application of the law irrespective of context. In other words, police officers knowing that body-worn
cameras are recording them might feel restricted in their interpretation and application of the law. Officers
might feel inhibited to let trivial things slide or to dispense with a warning through fear of being viewed as
overly lenient, or even negligent in their duty to protect the public. Some early studies lend weight to this
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hypothesis. For example, Katz et al. (2014) found that the frequency of arrests increased significantly (17
per cent) for those wearing a camera versus a 9 per cent increase amongst those in the control group. If it
is the case that body-worn cameras result in officers dispensing with discretion, the police might find
themselves overburdened with investigating minor regulatory infringements or outmoded legislation,
resulting in punitive and intolerable policing. Furthermore, overly constraining officers from discharging
their duties, some argue, leads to “deprofessionalization syndrome” (Stone and Stoker 1979), leading to
job dissatisfaction and disaffection.
Privacy of Victims
Police body-worn cameras that constantly record video and audio raise significant privacy issues. They
potentially record the everyday conversations and activities of law-abiding citizens that enter the purview
of cameras. While they have been encouraged to assist in reducing racial profiling in stop and search, they
could produce other types of discrimination, such as being used to intimidate and record in certain
localities and over-policed areas. Further, the police can access quintessentially private spaces. Indeed,
initial trials of police body-worn cameras are often part of domestic violence taskforces. The Phoenix
study (Katz et al. 2014) reported that domestic violence incidents were the most likely to be recorded,
comprising 47.5 per cent of all recordings. According to the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU
2015) some victims of crime, as well as witnesses concerned about retaliation if seen cooperating with
police, may have very good reasons for not wanting police to record their interactions. In these instances
especially it is legitimate for a victim to ask not to be recorded (or for the officer to volunteer this course
of action). The recording of such an exchange between the victim and officer would be sufficient to
document the legitimate cessation of the recording.
Operational Difficulties
Initial evaluative work suggests that officers use force less often when they are using body-worn cameras
(Ariel et al. 2015). Furthermore, anecdotally, it has been claimed that offenders are less likely to resist or
assault police when the cameras are in use but the factors underlying this are largely unknown due to a
lack of empirical evidence. In some instances the use of the camera might actually aggravate the situation
or make things worse. This may be particularly the case when officers are interacting with mental health
consumers, those under the influence of drugs and alcohol, or during sensitive investigations. As such,
using the cameras is not always conducive to police operations and may escalate issues. For example,
when one police force tried to incorporate body-worn cameras into stop-and-question procedures, citizens
who were stopped refused to answer questions while police had their cameras on (Sherman 2013).
Conclusion
Returning to the apropos quotation that opens this discussion, it has been widely assumed that the bodyworn camera is simply a modern day functional equivalent of more traditional police data-capturing
mechanisms. But this ignores the power of the device to alter the behaviour of the police, public and
offenders. Officer autonomy to choose when to turn the camera on and off undermines some of the
potential benefits that the cameras may bring.
Cameras could be considered the equivalent of the police notebook, but only if it is accepted that pages of
the notebook can be rewritten, edited, modified; even torn out entirely. That is why redaction, or more
specifically, limiting the discretion of police officers to select when to record, is critical to ensuring they
bring greater transparency, fairness and accountability. Visual recording technology can bring a degree of
objectivity, or at least provide some insight into contested events. That said, subjectivities enacted by the
view of the camera must also be taken into consideration. The fact that it is the police officer wearing the
camera means that the viewer is inclined to see things from their perspective, introducing ‘camera view
bias’. As Stoughton outlines,”When video allows us to look through someone’s eyes, we tend to adopt an
interpretation that favors that person” (cited in Williams et al. 2016). Clearly, body-worn cameras are not
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a panacea, but their implementation means that the police are no longer impervious to scrutiny and
exposing police brutality and prejudicial profiling will no longer solely rely on fortuitous videoing by
bystanders. It is hoped that through counterveillance, not only will police interactions with the public
become more accountable, but behaviours will also be improved.
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Introduction
At a critical moment in American policing, we have embraced body-worn cameras as a tool of police
reform and accountability. After the 2014 fatal shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, as well
as other controversial deaths of African-Americans at the hands of officers, American police have drawn
intense public scrutiny (Lauter and Pearce 2015). While some proposed police reforms in response to
these deaths have been controversial, lawmakers, police chiefs, and activists alike have supported police
adoption of body-worn cameras (Elinson 2015). Of seventy large U.S. police departments recently
surveyed, ninety-five per cent responded that they had or were in the process of adopting body-worn
cameras (Maciag 2016). In May 2015, the U.S. Department of Justice announced the availability of $20
million for local police departments to adopt these cameras (Berman 2015). Without a doubt, police body
cameras “are here to stay” (Hermann and Weiner 2014).
But this rapid adoption has come with a cost. Before 2015, only four states had passed any laws regarding
police body-worn cameras; by 2015, a majority of them had done so (NCSL 2015). Yet a February 2016
study found that only nine states had any explicit guidelines on how body-worn cameras should be used
(Urban Institute 2016). Body-worn cameras collect video data—lots of it—and as a result, civil liberties
groups and scholars have raised questions about increased government surveillance. But the potential use
of these cameras as surveillance tools, while an important concern, ignores an equally pressing problem.
In our big data age, “seeing, monitoring, and recording the digital footprints is quite different from
sharing, releasing, revealing or publicizing the data” (Harcourt 2015). Police body camera policies must
address not only concerns about surveillance, but also data control. The absence of clear data control
policies will result in confusion, both for the police and the public, about who has access to see, share, and
delete data produced from body-worn cameras. And without strong presumptions in favor of sharing the
data with the public, the reform, accountability, and legitimacy potential of body worn cameras will go
unfulfilled.
Who controls the data?
The regulation of new police surveillance technologies—of which body-worn cameras are only one
example—must address data control: the conditions of its production, analysis, storage, and access.
Pervasive data collection of personal information, whether by government agencies or private companies,
is already a reality for most Americans. Third parties use that data, once collected, to make decisions
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about our consumption, health, employability, and creditworthiness. Even the police rely on data collected
in private databases. In this way, the information produced by police body cameras joins the data trails
already surrounding us. And body-worn camera adoption by the police will likely only be a precursor to
other public officials (e.g. teachers) and private actors (insurance adjustors) following suit (Maciag 2015;
Mims 2015). Matters of responsibility, innocence, and liability will depend on who controls the data that
can answer these questions. Thus the “data fate” (Marx 2012) of the information produced by these
cameras will influence the use of this technology well beyond policing.
What are the conditions of data production?
The very design of a police body-worn camera can influence the resulting data (Kaste 2015). Seemingly
mundane questions of equipment design and cost can shape the information produced. These important
questions, however, are dictated by private companies, not public agencies. In the case of surveillance
technologies, the police are purchasers and consumers of third party products (Joh 2016: 38). Two
manufacturers, Taser and VieVu, dominate the police-worn body camera market (Mearian 2015). As a
result, only two companies wield disproportionate influence over the design of police body-worn camera
data collection and control.
Start with the recording decision. If a camera is only subject to manual control, key discretionary
decisions about when and why to record are left up to the individual officer. A failure to record may be the
result of accident, stress, or deliberate misconduct. An affirmative decision to record might be a legitimate
attempt to enhance accountability or, worse, to humiliate or invade privacy felt in an intimate setting like a
home. Any of these outcomes are possible when the recording decision is left to the individual officer. We
could remove that uncertainty through design (Stroud 2015). A different type of camera could take the
recording decision away from the officer altogether, by livestreaming the video images to the agency datacenter (Li 2014).
Next, a body-worn camera that records secretly does little to foster trust in the police and may increase
public suspicion. A requirement that police provide a verbal warning leaves notice up to officer discretion.
A better alternative or supplement would be “visceral notice” by design (Calo 2012), such as a blinking
red light, when a camera is recording. Eliminating secret recording may increase notice, but with other
mixed results. Knowledge of a police body camera in operation may discourage some people from coming
forward or inhibit how they speak to the police. Yet a camera that can operate in “stealth mode” may also
foster public mistrust. These design details affect the ultimate production of the data, and yet few have
recognized their significance. Moreover, if these design elements influence data production, the input
should come from the public, and not only corporate interests and the police.
How will the data be stored?
Those police departments that have already adopted body-worn cameras report that vast amounts of data
result from even limited amounts of camera use. By one estimate, some large police departments are
producing more than 10,000 hours of video data a week (Sanburn 2016). This amount of data created is
often beyond the capacity of most conventional police departments to store themselves.
To meet these needs, private companies offer data storage services—sometimes the very same companies
that supply the cameras. This third party storage is costly: in fact, it is often the most expensive part of
police body-worn camera programs. Profit margins are much higher for video storage than they are for the
cameras themselves (Mearian 2015). Indeed, data storage costs are sometimes cited as a reason why police
departments may be reluctant to adopt body-worn cameras at all (Ryan 2016). Thus data storage costs may
be an unrecognized factor that influences decisions about which kinds of incidents officers will record in
the first place.
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No matter where police body-worn camera data is stored, there remain questions of when data should be
deleted. Here the values of privacy and accountability may lie in tension. The few states that have
addressed body-worn camera video storage limits have generally erred on the side of limiting video
storage unless it is involved in a criminal investigation (Urban Institute 2016). Shorter storage times
means there is less data (of the innocent as well as the guilty) available for inspection and analysis. Yet
longer data storage periods may enhance public accountability if it means that the public—citizens,
journalists, and researchers—can access video that can illuminate individual cases as well as general
policing practices.
How will the data be processed?
In the age of big data, digital information once collected may be endlessly analyzed, sifted, and sorted for
different purposes (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier 2013: 122). Facebook sends targeted advertising to its
users based on their posts. Tinder, the dating app, now matches its users to presidential candidates (Opam
2016). The data captured by police body-worn cameras will likewise be subject to the same analysis and
reuse.
The data collected by body-worn cameras could be subjected to various software applications that would
further law enforcement interests, not accountability concerns. Body-worn cameras could incorporate
license plate reader or facial recognition technology. Adoption of these technologies raises distinct
questions of police discretion and policy. To what ends should a body-worn camera equipped with facial
recognition technology be used? Most people will probably agree that the police should be able to identify
those suspected of “serious” crimes, but is there a lower limit? Should police be able to use these cameras
to identify, for instance, those persons delinquent on property taxes (Clift 2015)?
How will the data be shared?
Body-worn cameras have been touted as tools of police reform, but if the resulting data is secret, reform is
impossible. Consider the fatal shooting of 17-year-old Laquan McDonald, shot 16 times by Chicago
Police in 2014. Even after journalists raised repeated questions about the circumstances of the shooting,
the city refused to release the video of the shooting for 13 months, until forced to by a judge’s order. Cook
County State’s Attorney Anita Alvarez had taken no action in the case until, on the day of the video’s
release, she announced first degree murder charges against Officer Jason Van Dyke for his role in
McDonald’s death (Glenza 2016). Within days, Mayor Rahm Emanuel fired Police Superintendent Garry
McCarthy. Heavily criticized for her inaction until the release of the video, Alvarez lost a primary
challenge shortly thereafter (Davey 2016). As the McDonald case shows, it is data control as much as
collection that will matter in the use of police body-worn cameras.
Yet departments around the U.S. have not yet developed clear policies about data sharing. Some
departments have adopted internal policies restricting public access to body-worn camera video, while
some state and local governments are considering legislative measures to do the same (Hermann and
Davis 2015). Nearly every state has law enforcement exemptions to public records requests; these may be
invoked to bar most public access to data created by police body cameras (Urban Institute 2016). At the
other end of the spectrum, the Seattle Police Department has posted videos taken during its body-worn
camera pilot project on YouTube, with sensitive images blurred (Kravets 2015).
National questions, local responses
Most of the wide variation in data control policies can be explained by the highly decentralized nature of
American policing. Instead of a national police force, American policing is represented by the
approximately 18,000 state and local agencies that assume responsibility for policing (Bureau of Justice
Statistics 2011). Consequently, it is nearly impossible for uniform policies to be imposed upon such a
large number of distinct police departments. And for some, that variation is desirable. The President’s
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Task Force on 21st Century Policing, for instance, emphasizes that the implementation of new
technologies, including body-worn cameras, “should remain a local decision to address the needs and
resources of the community” (President’s Task Force 2015: 35).
Will the surveillance and privacy implications of police body-worn cameras be worth any increase in
accountability? The answer, as I have suggested here, depends greatly on questions of data control. While
systematic monitoring alone can affect one’s behavior, equally important are unresolved questions of how
any resulting data is stored, analyzed, and shared. Collected data presents the danger of an endless
surveillance loop: monitoring that results in data that justifies even more monitoring. And as this response
has suggested, these questions will apply with equal force to every new technology the police adopt to
collect information.
Who has power over “controlling the data flows” is the ultimate political question that attends body-worn
camera adoption by the police (Harcourt 2015). Yet in the rush to respond to calls for greater police
accountability, many American police departments lack consistent, clear, or—in some cases—any, formal
policies regarding how to control that data. Without clear limits, body-worn cameras may become just
another tool for law enforcement rather than a mechanism for police accountability.
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Introduction
Over the past few years, Australian police agencies have begun to enthusiastically introduce body-worn
cameras on police personnel. These devices are now either implemented or under trial across the country.
There is also an emergent ‘surveillance consensus’ (Hempel and Töpfer 2009) concerning their use
amongst Australian police. While more detailed empirical examination of information flows that shape
this surveillance consensus is warranted, this contribution to the debate seeks to draw from policing
scholarship to critically explore the intersections between the rationalizations for body-worn cameras and
the broader policing scholarship. More directly, body-worn cameras cannot be understood in narrow
instrumental terms, but must be located within the broader literature on governing police and the law and
order politics that surrounds many contemporary police and criminal justice reforms (Cox 2015; Gregg
and Wilson 2015). I begin with a summary of the introduction of body-worn cameras in Australia. The
article then identifies five problems body-worn cameras purportedly address and provides a brief case
summary indicating how current ‘privacy protections’ fail to establish real limits to the collection, use, and
dissemination of images from body-worn cameras.
Police Body-Worn Cameras in Australia
Victoria Police planned to introduce trials as early as June 8, 2012 (The Age 2012) and announced further
trials from Christmas Eve 2013 for general duties police. The Assistant Commissioner Luke Cornelius
was circumspect in the objectives:
The wearing of cameras will assist in the accurate recording of high-risk events, enable us
to analyse our interactions, improve our practices and where appropriate, members may be
able to use the vision captured to support prosecution (The Age 2013).
The following year (December 29, 2014) the Northern Territory Police introduced a body-worn camera
trial across the Territory. In announcing an extension of the trial the justifications were far more clearly
stated in law enforcement terms. In response to their own question, “Why use BWV [body-worn cameras]
at all?” they answered that cameras were “an additional option for officers to gather evidence at incidents”
(NT Police 2015). The 2015-16 South Australian budget (released June 18, 2015) included $5.9 million
for 1,000 body-worn cameras to be introduced over a four-year period.
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In the lead up to the 2015 Queensland state election, the Labor opposition announced a law and order
policy on January 29, 2015, committing $5 million to body-worn cameras. Viewed as highly unlikely to
win the election (though they did) the policy had no identified objective and did not address earlier
concerns raised by the Police Commissioner Ian Stewart about the privacy of children and victims and the
operational time lost managing these data (Cowan 2015). On September 16, 2014, the Commissioner had
said:
There are issues such as police walking into a domestic violence situation, where children
are involved … [or] having the camera on when they are dealing with a sexual offence …
There is a huge cost behind this. That is about the storage of the information and it is
about the classification of the information and the amount of time that the officers are
going to have to spend at the end of a shift downloading it and putting into secure storage
(my emphasis, Cowan 2015).
The new State Government nonetheless proceeded a year later with an announcement on September 13,
2015, for 300 body-worn cameras to enhance the policing of domestic violence, one of the key concerns
expressed by the Commissioner (discussed in more detail below). Western Australia followed with an
announcement on November 11, 2015, that a trial will occur in 2016 and was justified by the international
evidence that body-worn cameras lead to an increase in guilty pleas and “reduced assaults on police”
(Hickey 2015).
In May 2015, the New South Wales government announced $4 million for body-worn cameras following
a 2013-14 trial. On September 17, 2015, the New South Wales Police Commissioner Andrew Scipione
announced the initial roll out of body-worn cameras for NSW police in one region, as well as use by
specialist squads such as Riot Police. The Commissioner made the perceived benefits in implementing this
technology clear: “When people know the incident is being recorded, they [both police and the public]
behave differently” (Kidd 2015). He then proceeded to claim the additional benefit was to assist with
prosecution and convictions, indicating that the main emphasis was on improvements in gathering
evidence (Douglas and Goodmark 2015). The Acting Assistant Commissioner hinted at another purpose
as a “digital notebook”—if “they’re going to record particulars in their notebook, then they should activate
their camera” (Kidd 2015).
With the exception of Queensland, no police agencies announcing the trials or introduction of body-worn
cameras have discussed the potential illegality of the use of listening devices without a warrant, an offence
under various privacy and surveillance devices legislation across the country unless there is consent (De
Zwart, Humphreys, and Van Dissel 2014). Police agencies generally seem to be relying on common law
or broad police statutory powers (see College of Policing 2014) and law enforcement exceptions to
privacy and surveillance or listening devices legislation (e.g. Surveillance Devices Act 1999 Vic. s.
3(2)(c) allowing police to record if one party to the conversation consents, they are acting in the course of
their duty, and the officer “reasonably believes that it is necessary”). The Queensland government
determined it must amend the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 so that police would not be in
potential breach of the provisions of the Invasion of Privacy Act 1971. The latter makes it an offence for
anyone to use a ‘listening device’ to overhear, monitor, record, or listen to a private conversation (s. 43)
unless they are a party to the conversation (s. 43(2)(a)) or are a police officer authorized by a warrant to
use the listening device (s. 43(2)(d)). The amendment allows police to use the body-worn camera as a
listening device under an exception to the Invasion of Privacy Act 1971, but does not otherwise change
requirements concerning covert surveillance devices. In late 2014, NSW amended the Surveillance
Devices Act 2007 (Surveillance Devices Amendment (Police Body-Worn Video) Act 2014) and, like
Queensland, put forward domestic violence as the justification for body-worn camera introduction, even
though they can be used in any policing context. The only restrictions are that the use must be overt, or
people being recorded must be informed of the recording (s. 50A(1)). However, any “inadvertent or
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unexpected” or “incidental” recording is not an offence (s. 50A(3)). Other jurisdictions will most likely
have to introduce similar legal provisions once body-worn cameras are implemented after completing
trials.
All police agencies justify the use of body-worn cameras as enhancing crime prevention and law
enforcement outcomes (less offending, increased prosecution and guilty pleas) and, secondarily, because
of the benefits of this technology as enhancing police accountability. However this begs three questions:
what are the problems with efficiency that body-worn cameras are positioned to address; what evidence is
being used to claim these perceived benefits; and, are there any potential ‘costs’ to be considered?
To answer these questions we need to place this latest technological solution to policing within the
broader policing context. Police work involves far more than crime fighting and crime prevention, yet
even in these areas police responses might be non-existent (the under-policing problem), might be too
little too late (‘calls for service’ response times targets), or might be quite different from the wishes of the
person or group seeking a police response. To acknowledge this is to understand the importance of factors
beyond the situational contingencies of street policing and to recognize broader structures governing
police work and police practices (historical, organizational, legal, and cultural (see Manning 2010: 31-7;
Chan 1997)). This means body-worn cameras cannot be understood in narrow instrumental terms, but
must be located within the broader literature on governing police and law and order politics.
Five Policing Problems
So what then is being problematized in these discussions of the need for body-worn cameras? The normal
discourse is usually a combination of enhanced police accountability; decreased use of force; decreased
public misbehavior, including assaults against police; better outcomes in prosecutions and convictions;
and, finally, decreased complaints against police, particularly false complaints. However, the policing
research literature has addressed all these issues in some detail and this allows us to assess how body-worn
cameras might enhance both the governing of and governing by police.
Decreasing Complaints against Police
The last issue of ‘false complaints’ is, to put it mildly, a key myth identified in the police accountability
literature. In fact, the main problem in this area is developing a complaints system that is easy to access,
robust in its investigations, independent, and gains public trust that there will not be any negative
outcomes for making a complaint against police (Lerman and Weaver 2014: 67). But rather than reassure
potential complaints, police agencies ensure they highlight the dangers of making a false complaint. For
instance, the Victoria Police complaint page displayed this message in red:
****WARNING**** Making a false complaint or creating a false belief may be an
offence under the Crimes Act 1958 or the Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption
Act 2011.
Queensland Police’s homepage has a section heading and text indicating that a false complaint is a
criminal offence (under the Police Services Administration Act 1990) and the same for the Tasmania
Police (Police Offences Act 1935). New South Wales’ homepage adds that penalties are up to 12 months
imprisonment under the Police Act 1990, or up to seven years under the Crimes Act 1900 if falsely
accusing police of a crime.
Beyond addressing the central features of a complaints system outlined above, the key issue identified in
the literature is how to overcome the ‘dark figure’ of police deviance—police malpractice that is not
recorded. Body-worn cameras might assist in addressing this problem and encourage more complaints if
complainants are permitted to access recorded data, but this rests upon so many assumptions, such as
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having a robust records and storage system, policies relating to when an officer may turn the body-worn
camera on or off, accessibility of request systems and freedom of information, and so on. However, the
policing literature is replete with the police failings on data management (see Commissioner for Law
Enforcement Data Security 2010) and the failures to address the “backstage” of police work (Chan 2000),
notwithstanding “policing’s new visibility” (Goldsmith 2010).
Enhancing Police Accountability
Will body-worn cameras enhance police accountability generally? Police-public interaction on the streets
is but one part of the police accountability literature. The example of Queensland is instructive about how
body-worn cameras can be promoted to enhance accountability, yet are positioned politically in ways that
detract from accountability.
As indicated above, the Queensland Premier introduced body-worn cameras as a means of enhancing
police responses to domestic violence (Douglas and Goodmark 2015). On September 13, 2015, the
Premier announced a “fast track” roll out of 300 body-worn cameras to the Gold Coast area in response to
two murders and one machete attack on women in the preceding week (Palaszczuk 2015). Introducing
body-worn cameras was put forward as evidence of implementing recommendations of the February,
2015, Not Now, Not Ever report into family violence (Special Taskforce on Domestic and Family
Violence 2015). The problem was, body-worn cameras were never mentioned in the report, though the
issue of police accountability was:
Unfortunately, the Taskforce heard many stories about the shortcomings of police
responses. Many of these shortcomings stem from processes and procedures that inhibit
police responses, but many also come from a culture in some areas that does not give
sufficient weight to what was seen as “just a domestic” (Special Taskforce on Domestic
and Family Violence 2015: 14).
The Taskforce was recommending greater individual and organizational accountability among police
forces to address the under-policing of family violence. Police culture and procedures were the identified
problems and body-worn cameras were never mentioned as part of the solution.
Decreasing Police Use of Force
The need to reduce police use of force has garnered the most support for body-worn cameras and
particularly so in the US. After several high profile incidents of police killing US citizens, President
Obama rushed to request “Congress to buy 50,000 police cameras” (Sutherland and Ariel 2014). However,
one technological intervention is unlikely to effectively address the inappropriate use of force by police.
Fundamental and holistic changes to training, supervision, powers, and cultures are necessary (Manning
2015). Put simply, there needs to be instilled within any police agency a culture of safety first and
minimum use of force. To achieve this there needs to be strong organizational leadership and regular
associated training regimes, matters addressed in detail through a series of inquiries in the 1990s (Palmer
1998).
Decreasing Public Offending and Assaults against Police
Will body-worn cameras decrease public misbehavior and assaults on police? At a general level, CCTV
has shown video recording citizens does not of itself produce a decrease in misbehavior. However, bodyworn camera video recording has a greater immediacy and intimacy compared to CCTV (Sutherland and
Barak 2014) and might have a positive impact (Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland 2015). Nonetheless, a large
part of this violence and anti-social behavior happens when and where people are likely to be under the
influence of alcohol and/or drugs with depleted cognitive functioning. Key preventative measures that
have proven to work involve restrictions to access to alcohol (see Graham and Homel 2012), which are
largely resisted by the alcohol industry.
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Assaults on police clearly do happen but the broader police accountability literature has identified police
use of the ‘trifecta’ as a key problem: charges of ‘abusive language,’ ‘resist arrest,’ and ‘assault police,’
which are then used to thwart any potential complaint, and for charge bargaining and plea negotiations.
Understanding such police uses of law as a resource (Dixon 1997) shapes police data on public offending
and assaults on police.
Improving Prosecution Outcomes and Convictions
Finally, there are claimed benefits of enhancing prosecutions and convictions. This depends on the types
of offences involved. Public order offences have extremely high levels of prosecutorial success, no doubt
due to the filtering that goes on before there is even the possibility of a contested trial. It is only as we
increase the seriousness of offence and associated higher penalties that the idea of contesting charges
becomes more possible and evidence is more likely to be tested. Body-worn cameras will have a limited
impact on the prevention of family violence, sexual assaults, serious non-sexual assaults, and deaths—the
police generally are not there to video record the act. The main claim is that allowing contemporaneous
recordings to be used as evidence without the need for the victim to appear in court to give evidence in
chief will enhance convictions. This remains to be seen. However, as identified above with regard to
family violence, the Queensland justification, police culture and accountability was the identified problem,
not the absence of video recordings. There are many other ways to improve prevention, prosecution, and
conviction rates in family violence cases, particularly by enhancing support services that are always
underfunded and secondary (at best) to law enforcement resourcing.
The Limits to Privacy
Are privacy protections one means of limiting the already failing body-worn cameras? In general terms
Australian privacy law and jurisprudence is “woefully underdeveloped” (de Zwart, Humphreys, and
Dissel 2014) and even more so in the specific area concerning police data collection. However, there has
been a recent case in Victoria challenging police recording of public events and retaining recorded data
(Caripis 2012). The case involved police taking photos and videos of people protesting against coal mines.
The 2010 protest was peaceful and no crimes were committed (Caripis 2012: 3). Caripis participated in the
protest and was photographed and videoed and wanted the resulting images destroyed. Caripis complained
to the Privacy Commissioner who in turn referred the complaint to the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT, as required under the Information Privacy Act 2006, s. 29). The VCAT used outdated
cases from England and Europe and, despite the Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilties
Act 2006 principle that a person has a right to privacy and protection of reputation (s. 13), determined the
operating procedures for the retention and destruction of records under the Public Records Act 1973
overrode privacy. In other words, policing and law enforcement “requirements” buttressed by limitations
on the destruction of state records thwarted the Charter and information privacy principles. As
Goldenfein’s (2013) review of the case suggests, this approach might be challenged in the future and the
use of data protection regimes might prove more beneficial to limiting law enforcement’s negation of
information privacy protections by using data protection principles. However, the current Victorian
legislation (Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014) continues to provide exemptions to Information
Privacy Principles where police believe the collection of information and the use and disclosure of
information is necessary on reasonable grounds for law enforcement and community policing (s. 15).
There is similar legislation across the country whereby policing ‘needs’ trump privacy and data protection
principles.
Conclusion
As Ben Brucato (2015) has recently suggested in this journal, it is no accident that body-worn cameras
and other police recording devices have emerged at a time of increasing sousveillance of police. However,
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as indicated regarding Queensland some senior police have expressed serious reservations about bodyworn camera use only to be overridden by law-and-order politics. Body-worn cameras need to be
considered within the decades of policing scholarship and inquiries addressing police accountability in the
broader sense. As Peter Manning (2015) rhetorically asks, “Will the widespread use of body cameras
improve police accountability? No,” at least not without significant broader changes to police
accountability regimes and practices.
Cases
Caripis v Victoria Police (Health and Safety) [VCAT] 1472.
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The Body-worn Camera as Experiment
In 2009, body-worn cameras were introduced in the Netherlands as an experiment to reduce violence
1
against public servants, including police officers. Following the allegedly positive results of body-worn
2
cameras in reducing violence in the United Kingdom, these technologies were introduced with high
expectations by several Dutch police forces. However, questions remain about the goals and purposes of
body-worn camera adoption. Can a camera prevent or reduce violence against its carrier/wearer? Is it yet
another tool to surveil citizens, packaged in a discourse of worker safety? Do the cameras alter police
practices and, if so, how? Based on fieldwork conducted in 2010 and 2011 in the Netherlands, this
contribution to the debate explores the goals and necessity of this equipment. Questioning the police body
camera in this way touches upon a larger question within Surveillance Studies, which is how to look at
new tools of surveillance and to what extent they alter surveillance theories, concepts, and practices.
Focusing on the new and visible risks over-analyzing and over-emphasizing the tool-in-itself, thereby
possibly missing the organizational structure in which the new tool will operate (see Bowker and Starr
1999). Moreover, the body-worn camera in current form is a transitional technology; it will probably be
3
phased out and mutate into another wearable camera technology.
The Need for Body-worn Cameras in the Public Workplace
To understand the body-worn camera’s introduction, it is necessary to determine who is championing it. In
the Netherlands, policymakers and politicians framed the body-worn camera within the context of
violence against public servants, specifically against train and tram conductors, ambulance personnel, and
police officers. It was claimed equipping public servants with body-worn cameras would reduce this
violence. Using rhetoric similar to defending CCTV cameras in public space (Brands et al. 2015), the
argument goes that the camera’s presence has a preventive effect: potential wrong-doers recognize the
camera and, having internalized potential consequences of their behavior being recorded, would refrain
from doing harm. The idea is that, in these instances, the body-worn camera works as both a warning sign
and a potential objective witness during encounters between public servants and citizens. This would
make the workplace, which for public servants is often part of public space, safer for those working in it.
1

See for instance http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-london-26810753 (accessed March 16th, 2016).
See for instance http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-london-27313500 and Woolf (2015). In the UK, body
cameras will become part of standard police equipment.
3
Such as AR-glasses, see Daniels (2016).
2
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However, it remains to be seen whether the body-worn camera can fulfill all these complex goals. That
outcome is questionable because CCTV has been introduced with similar, almost unachievable, goals and,
so far, it is difficult to prove its efficacy in reducing crime (see Brands et al. 2015; Armitage 2002). The
need for cameras in the workplace in the Netherlands is articulated in the framework of safeguarding
police work, which differs significantly from the pro-body-worn camera arguments heard recently in the
United States, where the focus is on police transparency and accountability.
The reasons for rolling out body-worn cameras in the Netherlands vary. Besides the dominant camera-asa-tool-for-prevention rhetoric, they should also protect officers by serving as an objective witness. In
situations involving legal disputes, doubt about police officer or citizen conduct, or public outcry over a
police intervention, body-worn camera footage can act as unfettered, time-stamped proof of what
happened not only during the intervention itself, but also immediately preceding an intervention. The
latter can counter mobile phone recordings and forms of citizen surveillance (or policing the police) that
are sometimes displayed on social media. The argument made by policymakers in favor of body camera
introduction is that citizen-made recordings often tell only a partial story and/or could have been tampered
with—they shape the image of the police, yet often omit the circumstances that lead to the intervention.
Body camera footage can counter and improve this image by showing what really happened. Where the
first reason of protection is linked to physical safety of the officer, the second is linked to the image of the
police and justifying police interventions. In the Netherlands, body-worn camera footage has not yet been
subject to high levels of public visibility, as has occurred elsewhere.
Challenges for Body-worn Camera Acceptance
There are several challenges to the broad adoption of body-worn cameras in the workplace that must be
addressed before they can become part of standard police practice. Body-worn cameras have to compete
with other existing technologies within local assemblages (Haggerty and Ericson 2000), meaning the
body-worn camera will enter a police workspace already filled with other tools and equipment. Bodyworn cameras will enter into different local routines, processes, and protocols, and each locale has its own
set of actors involved in body-worn camera adoption (see Timan and Oudshoorn 2012; Timan and
Albrechtslund 2015). Besides the governmental or organizational surveillance infrastructure (such as
CCTV and its warning signs, public lighting, sound cameras, walkie-talkies, and police vehicles), the
body-worn camera encounters competition from the citizen-carried smartphone—a much lighter device
equipped with cameras. In that sense, the body-worn camera resonates with the introduction of
smartphones: both are mobile recording devices that increase surveillance-participation (Albrechtslund
and Lauritsen 2013) in public space.
Internal Acceptance
Zooming in, body-worn camera acceptance can be analyzed from two sides: internal—or institutional—
acceptance, and external—or social—acceptance. The first deals with questions of organizational
adoption, work practice, functional use, and added value in police work. The second deals more with the
image of policing and the effects of placing a one-sided and allegedly objective technological witness
between officers and citizens. The subject of privacy runs through both, and deals with both the act of—
and responses to—recording in public space, as well as the role of recordings made while policing with a
camera. On the organizational side, the body-worn cameras observed during fieldwork were not
unequivocally and enthusiastically welcomed. Resistance revolves around sentiments of policing the
police, distrust amongst colleagues, camera ergonomics, and footage processing, and access (see
Schneider 2015; Tyler 2004). In relation to privacy, issues include that of workplace privacy, privacy
amongst colleagues on duty, and an increase in police accountability. While undoubtedly police
accountability and transparency are positive aims to strive for, having a team of colleagues constantly
looking over one’s shoulder can have a chilling effect on one’s work. In current body-worn camera
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scenarios, the CCTV operating room will also have live-stream access to body-worn camera footage,
making it possible to aid and direct the officer on the ground. This potentially diminishes the autonomy of
the officer(s) in making judgments or ‘reading’ the situation. Where these judgment calls can be
augmented with more ‘objective’ calls from the operating room, during observations, internal resistance to
body-worn camera use was often related to a diminishing appreciation for ‘human police work’ and an
apparent lack of trust in police officers’ judgments.
There were mixed results amongst police officers who have varying levels of enthusiasm about wearing a
body-worn camera. The ergonomic complaints offered by police officers I interviewed were almost
uniform. The clunky interface box and rather difficult setup of clips and cables makes it not only a hassle
to use, but also potentially dangerous. Police officers interviewed mentioned that the camera distracts
from the job at hand and that the connected cable between the interface box and the actual camera could
be used as a weapon against them (as a strangling chord)—thereby actually increasing violence against
police, rather than diminishing it. During my fieldwork, most of the cameras were also non-functioning
due to a lack of maintenance and preparation, such as cleaning out the memory card before the next shift.
In prioritizing technical tools used while on duty, the camera was more often referred to as being a burden
rather than an advantage. These problems are also compounded by limited possibilities for the police
officer to interact with the camera device once on duty, and reviewing and tagging footage rarely
happened because it simply took too much time and effort to accomplish.
External Acceptance
During observations, which took place in the evenings and during late night shifts in different cities
(Rotterdam and Enschede) in the Netherlands, citizens were rarely notified that a body-worn camera was
in place or was recording them. This practice is at odds with the initial goal established during the
introduction of the camera in the Netherlands; namely, to have the camera diminish violence against
police officers by acting as a preventive tool. The body-worn camera worn in public space is not very
visible. It is a dark, small, black object that comes in different shapes and sizes: the cameras studied
consisted of a small tube-camera and a set of clips. There was also a clip-on camera that resembles a
microphone. The camera can be carried in various ways (via clips the camera can be mounted on a helmet,
shoulder, or breast-pocket). The camera can be controlled via a wrist-band, making the camera hands-free.
This influences what a camera is—not only for the camera’s carrier, but also for those being potentially
watched. The act of video recording is also disconnected from the archetypical physical set of actions
normally related to camera use (be it a classical camera or a smartphone)—in the current body-worn
camera setup, aiming and recording are no longer recognizable. This allows for obfuscated or secret
recording of citizens by the body camera-carrier—not only are citizens not made aware of the body-worn
camera’s presence, but they may also hardly recognize it as a camera.
A primary threat to privacy thus lies at the intersection between the (lack of) visibility of the actual camera
and the possibility for officers to make covert recordings in public space. A second and related threat to
privacy lies in the identifiability of the watched. The point-of-view of the body-worn camera differs
drastically from CCTV cameras, because it is worn on body of its carrier. The footage from body-worn
cameras provides a different ‘gaze’ upon the watched, making the recording more intimate—as the camera
is mainly used once the agent has started to engage with a citizen, in close proximity of the subject of
recording. The step from current practice to the integration of automated face recognition is not hard to
imagine, especially since body-worn cameras have started to stream their data.
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Dealing with Body Camera Data and Privacy
Besides the act of recording in public space that creates multiple privacy threats, a second stage in bodyworn camera use is the processing of footage. There are multiple scenarios of data use here, which have
different legal consequences for privacy, but also have different implications for privacy expectations
and/or experiences. In the context of my fieldwork, once footage was taken in public space, the
responsible agent could not thereafter tamper with the footage (by deleting or editing); only the tagging of
footage was allowed. Back at the station, a dedicated body-worn camera-officer was in charge of
transferring the stored footage onto a local computer. As a matter of security protocol, this computer was
not to be connected to any network: it remained stand-alone and not remotely accessible. Only after the
compulsory reports had been written could the agent who carried the body-worn camera review the
(tagged) footage to decide in conjunction with the responsible body-worn camera-officer(s) what to save
and what to delete. In this scenario, potential personal data of the watched seem well-protected and
safeguards and protocols seem to be in place to make sure footage is only used for specific purposes.
However, these purposes are not clearly set or communicated, neither to the watched nor to local police
personnel. In the cases observed, this resulted in stills from footage being used the next day or evening in
briefings, and in data being shared across multiple computers and internal police networks, thereby
ignoring data safeguard practices.
The privacy implications here can be found in the mismatch between legal provisions and principles
(purpose limitation or anonymization) and local infrastructures and practices; where the new privacy
implications stem from the type of data body-worn cameras produce. As noted above, body-worn cameras
document more sensitive personal information due to their angle of recording: faces and more detailed
features are being recording at eye/shoulder/helmet-height. One could argue this makes surveillance fairer
because as a subject one can adjust and more freely ‘dodge’ surveillance (for instance by turning around
and walking away). However, in practice, the body-worn camera is hardly recognized as an archetypical
camera by subjects. As a result, it is being used to secretly record citizens. From a larger context, however,
the body-worn camera as a new camera in public space does not particularly stand out or ‘impress’—most
subjects interviewed were not shocked by the presence of the camera, pointing out they carried one
themselves. Rather, most worries were geared towards data processing. Compared to the (almost)
ubiquitous presence of smartphones, the body-worn camera comes across as an asynchronous and clunky
tool with limited image quality and battery time. In that sense, the main privacy threats are found more
downstream in data management practices than in the original recording.
Conclusion
The future of body-worn cameras in the Netherlands is unclear. What we can learn from their introduction
is that, once introduced (when the wow-effect ends) we need to question how the new tool might affect the
surveillance landscape over the long term (see Fuchs 2010; Taekke 2011). The current body-worn camera
is not likely to stay around, mainly for technological reasons. However, equipping police officers with
some form of mobile (and not only) visual recording device is likely to continue. What we can learn from
analyzing current body-worn camera technology is how it changes a) the perspective of surveillance
(literally more down to earth), b) how it influences power relations between citizens and police (now there
is a constant ‘objective’ witness in between, potentially chilling the interaction between officer and citizen
and triggering a camera-race between citizens equipped with smartphones and police equipped with body
cameras), and c) how it stretches surveillance over time and space by adding to the pool of surveillancedata in which it becomes more difficult for citizens to be anonymous in the crowd.
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